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ABSTRACT
Distributed synchronized GPU training is commonly used for deep
learning. The resource constraint of using a fixed number of GPUs
makes large-scale training jobs suffer from long queuing time for
resource allocation, and lowers the cluster utilization. Adapting to
resource elasticity can alleviate this but often introduces inconsis-
tent model accuracy, due to lacking of capability to decouple model
training procedure from resource allocation. We propose EasyScale,
an elastic training system that achieves consistent model accuracy
under resource elasticity for both homogeneous and heterogeneous
GPUs. EasyScale preserves the data-parallel training behaviors
strictly, traces the consistency-relevant factors carefully, utilizes the
deep learning characteristics for EasyScaleThread abstraction and
fast context-switching. To utilize heterogeneous cluster, EasyScale
dynamically assigns workers based on the intra-/inter-job sched-
ulers, minimizing load imbalance and maximizing aggregated job
throughput. Deployed in an online serving cluster, EasyScale pow-
ers the training jobs to utilize idle GPUs opportunistically, improv-
ing overall cluster utilization by 62.1%.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Deep learning (DL) is now playing a vital role in supporting a wide
range of indispensable applications, such as advertising for online
shopping, computer vision for autonomous driving, natural lan-
guage processing for searching, etc. Recognizing the promising
power of DL, large companies have built large-scale shared GPU
clusters to expedite the adoption of DL in almost every production
scenario. The common practice today often adopts distributed deep
learning training (DLT), where each worker typically processes
training data in mini-batches and uses synchronized stochastic gra-
dient descent (Sync-SGD) to compute gradients for model update.
For example, PyTorch [45] typically allocates a GPU per worker
and uses Distributed Data Parallel (DDP) to perform gradient syn-
chronization across mini-batches. However, a DLT job will not
start until all resources become available simultaneously due to
the gang-scheduling [31, 60]. Besides, the DLT job is executed in a
fixed degree of parallelism (DoP), thus can never scale in/out when
fluctuating GPU resources become available due to cluster load
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change. The fixed DoP prevents the DLT jobs from adapting to the
resource elasticity that is common in shared GPU clusters [56, 57].

Recently, a series of researches (e.g., TorchElastic [9], ElasticDL [4],
VirtualFlow [44], Pollux [49]) have proposed elastic training frame-
works that allow a DLT job to continue its training procedure under
resource elasticity. Several cluster management approaches (e.g.,
Gandiva [59], Optimus [46], KungFu [40]) have also utilized the
resource elasticity to maximize cluster utilization or allocate job
resources for fast training convergence. Despite the well-known
benefit of elasticity, the proposed elastic training frameworks have
rarely been used in the industry so far. Because they changes the
hyper-parameters and the training procedure according to avail-
able resources, and thus introduces the non-determinism during
training and inevitably affects model accuracy, e.g., overall accuracy
and per-class accuracy. The fundamental obstacle for their adop-
tion is the inconsistent model accuracy when training with different
resources (§2), which is problematic and may destroy the model
usability under elastic training, so that it prevents DL practitioners
from embracing elastic training.

When training DL models, the DL developers usually go through
two separate stages. 1) Model designing: the model architecture
together with hyper-parameters (e.g., learning-rate / batch-size /
optimizer) are determined by developers. 2) Model training: the
model is executed to fit the training dataset over epochs. Given the
same output of model designing stage (a.k.a., a certain training job),
the training results can be reproduced through model training with
the same number of fixed GPUs. However, prior works [4, 9, 44, 49]
require DL developers to partially delegate model designing stage to
the elastic training frameworks (e.g., allow Pollux to tune learning-
rate adaptively and allow TorchElastic to tune batch-size propor-
tionally), which changes the hyper-parameters and the training
procedure explicitly or implicitly.

To overcome the issues mentioned above, we propose EasyScale
(§3), the first elastic training system that achieves consistent model
accuracy under resource elasticity for both homogeneous and het-
erogeneous GPU resources, thereby improving the overall cluster
efficiency by utilizing the idle GPUs at best effort for elastic model
training. Compared to other works, EasyScale has two distinct
features: 1) it faithfully preserves all DL developer’s intentions
in model designing stage, while benefiting DL training jobs with
resource elasticity in model training stage; 2) it avoids introduc-
ing extra non-determinism from resource elasticity (for number of
GPUs and heterogeneity in GPU types). The goal of EasyScale is
to erase the non-determinism in the model training stage of DL
training and ensure the accuracy of elastic training consistent with
fixed DoP training.

During DL model training, EasyScale treats rigorous determinism
and reproducibility as the first-class goal. EasyScale explores the
possibilities of producing bitwise-consistent model regardless of
the number and type of GPU resources allocated. The fundamen-
tal idea of EasyScale is to decouple the distributed model training
procedure from hardware resource allocation. This is done by an
abstraction called EasyScaleThread (EST in short, §3.2), which en-
capsulates all the training stages such as data loading, sampling,
computation, and communication. The EST abstraction enables the
training behaviors under resource elasticity are exactly the same
as executed under fixed resources. To minimize the abstraction

overhead, EasyScale utilizes the DL characteristics for fast context
switching across ESTs, efficient on-demand checkpointing of EST
states when the resource scales, and optimized data loading worker
sharing along the EST execution. To eliminate the non-determinism
in resource elasticity and heterogeneity, EasyScale sources the root
causes scattered across the software stack of DL training, and then
controls them through embedding the implicit states in EST con-
texts / checkpoints and fixing others (§3.3). In addition, EasyScale
introduces both intra-job and inter-job schedulers regarding the
EST abstraction, to improve the utilization of GPU resources and
the aggregated throughput of the entire cluster (§3.4).

EasyScale is implemented by modifying a popular framework,
PyTorch, to provide the elastic training capability without compro-
mising model accuracy (§4). In addition, the scheduling policies
of EasyScale are implemented on top of Kubernetes scheduler. We
evaluate EasyScale on a cluster with 64 heterogeneous GPUs to
demonstrate its effectiveness in accuracy-consistent model train-
ing using micro-benchmarks on typical workloads (§5.1). We also
show the advantage of EasyScale under resource elasticity with
production workload trace (§5.2). The trace experiment shows that
EasyScale can generate consistent model accuracy for all DLT jobs
compared to those using a specific number of GPUs. In addition,
EasyScale improves the average job completion time (JCT) by 13.2×
and makespan by 2.8× thanks to its intra-job and inter-job sched-
ulers. We have deployed EasyScale in a production cluster equipped
with 3,000+ heterogeneous GPUs for online model serving (§5.3).
The evaluation result demonstrates that EasyScale improves the
GPU allocation ratio by 17.1% and the average GPU utilization by
62.1%. The evaluation result also shows that using EasyScale, the
DLT jobs can automatically scale in seconds when co-located with
online model serving jobs.

Specifically, the key contributions are as follows:

• We propose the EasyScale framework for elastic distributed
model training to achieve consistent model accuracy. It uti-
lizes EST abstraction to preserve consistent training be-
haviors as PyTorch DDP, and achieves efficient context-
switching under resource elasticity.

• We investigate the non-deterministic behaviors of model
training in existing elastic training frameworks, and identify
factors scattered across the entire DLT software stack that
affect the bitwise accuracy of model training.

• We propose the EasyScale scheduler, including intra-job and
inter-job schedulers to improve the utilization of heteroge-
neous GPU resources of the entire cluster, regarding the EST
abstraction.

• We deploy EasyScale in production clusters to co-locate elas-
tic training jobs with online model serving jobs. The eval-
uation results show that EasyScale significantly improves
cluster utilization.

2 MOTIVATION
In this section, we first briefly describe the increasing demand for
adopting elastic resources when training DL models on large-scale
shared GPU clusters. We then analyze the non-determinism of
existing elastic training frameworks to motivate EasyScale.
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2.1 Demand for Adapting to Resource Elasticity
Distributed training is widely adopted in production clusters for pro-
cessing massive data and large models. However, it usually achieves
sub-optimal performance on shared clusters for the following rea-
sons. For one reason, large-scale DLT jobs commonly suffer from
long queuing time for resource allocation due to gang-scheduling
policy [31, 32, 57, 60, 65]. For the other reason, the training can
be easily interrupted due to constant resource revocation by high-
priority jobs. Our 2-day statistic in a GPU production cluster of
CompanyA shows that jobs requesting more than 8 GPUs account
for 61.7% of training failures due to resource revocation. Whereas
the jobs requesting one GPU only account for 5.3% of training fail-
ures due to resource revocation. This discrepancy can be attributed
to the inherent Sync-SGD training behavior, where terminating
any worker stops the entire model training.

To avoid frequent failure when training DLmodels on large-scale
shared cluster, it is important to establish the ability to adapt the
training procedure to resource elasticity (a.k.a., elastic training).
Another benefit of elastic training is that a multi-GPU job can start
the training immediately with the required number of GPUs gradu-
ally allocated, and thus eliminate the long queuing time due to gang
scheduling. Moreover, the elastic training also reveals more oppor-
tunities to utilize the idle resources of the online model serving
cluster for training DLT jobs. Our 2-day GPU allocation statistics of
an online model serving cluster (Figure 1) show that the difference
of required number of GPUs between idle and peak hours can be
up to 2,000. Ideally, the idle GPUs can be shared by both model
training and online serving to improve GPU utilization, similar to
the big-data workloads [56]. Exploiting such an opportunity also
demands elastic training to meet the SLAs of online serving jobs.

2.2 Non-determinism over Elastic Training
To address the drawbacks described above, a series of research
works [4, 9, 44, 49] have proposed elastic training frameworks that
enable adapting to dynamically scaling resources at runtime. So
that training jobs can start executing with available resources as
soon as possible, thus eliminating the mandatory queuing time and
avoiding the frequent failure, which improves cluster utilization and
reduces job completion time. Existing elastic training frameworks
usually adopt optimized synchronization methods, such as gradient
accumulation [44, 49]), hyper-parameter tuning [40], and batch
size adjustment [9]), to eventually reach similar model accuracy

compared to the training with static resources. However, they still
have rarely been used in industry due to the following drawbacks.

Inconsistent Model Accuracy – The multiple runs of model
training with elastic training frameworks fail to generate consis-
tent model accuracy when using different amounts of resources.
Figure 2 illustrates the validation accuracy of training ResNet18
model on CIFAR10 dataset, with varying numbers of V100 GPUs.
We keep all hyper-parameters and random seeds as default except
for using different allocated GPUs. TorchElastic (TE) [9] is config-
ured with linear scaling rule for adjusting learning rates [24], and
Pollux [49] can automatically decide the learning rate and batch
size accordingly. It is clear that resource elasticity leads to different
training behaviors compared to model training on a fixed number
of GPUs. The result also shows that Pollux introduces less accuracy
variance compared to TorchElastic, however the difference is still
non-negligible (e.g., up to 5.8% at epoch 10).

To better understand the inconsistent model accuracy with elas-
tic training, we extend the training using TorchElastic and Pollux to
100 epochs, and report the overall and per-class (10 classes in total)
accuracy in Figure 3. The overall accuracy variance for TorchElastic
and Pollux is still notable, with 0.6% and 2.8%, respectively. Note
that even the latest elastic training framework VirtualFlow [44] also
suffers from 0.4% accuracy degradation on ResNet50 according to
its experiments. However, we cannot provide a direct comparison
with VirtualFlow since its implementation is not publicly avail-
able. The per-class accuracy variance for TorchElastic and Pollux
is even larger, reaching up to 7.4% and 17.3% maximally, whereas
3.9% and 7.4% on average. The per-class accuracy variance can be
detrimental to the model usability, in scenarios such as life-critical
pedestrian detection for self-driving cars [23] and profit-critical
recommendation/advertising systems [64]. Moreover, the upper
bound of the variance/inconsistency for model accuracy remains
unknown, which further increases the hesitation of DL practitioners
in adopting elastic training.

Difficult to Understand Hyper-parameter Effect – Model
developers conduct model training to seek better hyper-parameters
and model structure, and reason their effectiveness through deter-
ministic reproducibility on fixed GPUs. Figure 4 shows the experi-
ment of ResNet50 on CIFAR10 by comparing the elastic training on
1/2/4 GPUs using Pollux [49] to the non-elastic training on fixed 4
GPUs using PyTorch DDP. The configurations remain the same ex-
cept the hyper-parameter of learning rate (gamma), which decides
the learning rate decay factor after certain training epochs (e.g., 20
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epochs in this experiment). The PyTorch DDP is conducted on 4
GPUs with the gamma value set to 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 for each run.
The Pollux is conducted on 1/2/4 GPUs with gamma of 0.1/0.3/0.5,
respectively. As illustrated in Figure 4, when using PyTorch DDP, it
is clear to identify the trend of how the hyper-parameter gamma af-
fects the training loss during training. However, when training with
different numbers of GPUs, the loss curves of Pollux have many
unexpected oscillations and thus reveal no clear trend for DL devel-
opers, which invalidates the existing knowledge of hyper-parameter
tuning, and thus hinders the productivity of model designing stage.

To summarize, we believe that the non-determinism over elastic
training leads to inconsistent model accuracy and complicates the
hyper-parameter tuning. The fundamental reason can be attributed
to that, the existing elastic training frameworks [3, 4, 9, 40, 44, 49]
lack the capability to decouple the resource allocation from the
model training procedure (§3.3), and thus fail to provide consistent
model accuracy during resource elasticity. In order to effectively
utilize the elastic resources on shared GPU clusters without com-
promising the model accuracy, we argue that a new elastic training
framework should be proposed to address the non-determinism
across the DLT software stack for achieving consistent model ac-
curacy. The new elastic training framework should also provide
further opportunities to improve the throughput of individual DLT
jobs as well as the utilization of the entire GPU cluster.

3 DESIGN
3.1 Overview
The design principle of EasyScale has been inspired by the big data
analysis systems [16, 18, 30, 36, 61], which guarantee the consistent
output regardless of the allocated resources. Similarly, the DL frame-
works that train neural network models by analyzing data samples,
can be viewed as specialized data analysis systems for artificial
intelligence, should also produce consistent model accuracy regard-
less of allocated resources. Previous elastic training frameworks
fail to maintain the consistent model accuracy due to the changed
behaviors of training procedure upon elastic GPU allocation.

Different from existing approaches, we think elastic training
should generate bitwise identical model parameters compared to
the non-elastic DDP training over a fixed number of GPUs. As a
result, the model accuracy is also identical and consistent. Figure 5
shows an example of elastic training by scaling in from four GPUs
(5(a)) to two GPUs (5(b)). To preserve the training behaviors, ideally
we would like the four training workers to be executed in parallel
on two GPUs. However, by multiplexing multiple training workers
on a GPU, the concurrent memory usage increases in the forward
pass, which can easily lead to either out-of-memory (OOM) excep-
tions [35] or significant overhead in memory swapping [12, 60].
Besides, the aggregatedmemory usage of CUDA contexts (including
that of training framework and CUDA itself) is also considerable.
For example, 16 workers on a 16GB V100 GPU costs 12GB GPU
memory for CUDA contexts (around 750MB per context).

As illustrated in Figure 5(c), the key challenges in achieving
accuracy-consistent elastic training is to preserve the training
behaviors (e.g., number of workers) as well as sharing GPU re-
sources efficiently. To address the above challenges in the design of
EasyScale framework, we introduce the abstraction of EasyScaleThread

(EST) to decouple resource allocation from the training procedure
(§3.2). We further split the states of a EST into a stateful context
and a stateless part, and minimize the size of the context that needs
to be saved and optimize the context switching overhead. Then, we
identify the sources of non-determinism across the training soft-
ware stack and present our approach to eliminate non-determinism
(§3.3). We also propose EasyScale scheduler to better utilize homo-
geneous / heterogeneous GPUs regarding ESTs to improve cluster
utilization (§3.4).

3.2 EasyScaleThread
We introduce EasyScaleThread (EST) as a key abstraction in EasyScale.
EST is inspired by the classical thread concept in operating systems
and the “single program multiple data” (SPMD) model adopted
commonly in DL [13], which can separate the training procedure
from underlying resource allocation, and is flexible to enable re-
source sharing through context switching. As shown in Figure 5(c),
each EasyScale worker is launched on one GPU. The execution of
original DDP training workers (e.g., PyTorch workers) is treated
as that of ESTs, and any EST (i.e., a thread) can be dynamically
allocated to a EasyScale worker (i.e., a process) during training. In
a EasyScale worker, multiple ESTs take turns to occupy the GPU
for training (e.g., model forward and backward passes) in the time-
slicing manner. EasyScale hooks the key steps of model training,
such as data loading, model backward, and model updating through
users’ annotations, therefore ESTs can perform efficient context
switching at mini-batch boundaries. The user-defined model train-
ing semantics, including model structure, data augmentation, batch
size, etc., remain as usual. Under the EST abstraction, users only
need to consider the number of logical training workers for tuning
the hyper-parameters (e.g., batch size and learning rate), which is
the same as their experiences of using DDP on a fixed number of
GPUs. However, with EST they can benefit from elastic training
automatically without concerns about inconsistent accuracy.

The execution of EST is similar to that of the worker of DDP
training. For each training step, training samples are processed by
conducting forward-backward computation over the current model
to generate gradients as output. After gradient synchronization,
the model is updated. Figure 6 illustrates the case when training
with four ESTs, the available resource scales from two GPUs to
one GPU. To enable efficient sharing among ESTs, each EasyScale
worker maintains one one CUDA context to share among ESTs,
thus it does not consume multiple times of GPU memory. For each
global step of data-parallel training, the input data is split across all
ESTs. During runtime, each EasyScale worker schedules one EST
at a time, executes it in the EasyScale worker by occupying one
GPU (i.e., a local step), and all belonging ESTs gets executed in the
time-slicing manner. The global step is completed after all ESTs
finish execution of the local steps and all produced gradients are
aggregated to update the model parameters.

Context switching –When context switching between ESTs,
the training states of the ESTs need to be saved and swapped out
from GPU to CPU in order to avoid over-subscribing GPU memory,
which can be costly to deteriorate training throughput. The key to
enabling lightweight context switching is to reduce the states to be
saved. EasyScale leverages the unique characteristics of DL jobs to
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allow most states to be shared and reused among different ESTs. In
addition, EasyScale chooses to perform context switching of ESTs
after the forward-backward computation at the boundaries of each
mini-batch, which further reduces GPU-CPU data traffic.

Specifically, we propose the following two approaches to reduce
the states to be saved during context switching: 1) locating the
sources of non-determinism that affect the model accuracy and
record only the necessary states (e.g., the states of random number
generators (RNGs)), and 2) leveraging the data-parallel behavior of
DDP training to minimize the working set for data swapping. The
working set resided in GPUmemory of an EST can be classified into
three categories, including temporal tensors and activations, model
parameters and optimization states, and gradients [44]. During con-
text switching, we handle each category differently to reduce the
working set to be swapped to CPU side effectively. Firstly, tem-
poral tensors and activations are created in the forward pass and
destroyed in backward pass after the gradient generation [59, 60].
Their working set is automatically freed up at the end of mini-
batches, which do not need to be swapped to CPU. Therefore, we
constraint the minimal time slice of an EST’s local step to one mini-
batch. Secondly, for the model parameters and optimizer states, a
replica is maintained by each EasyScale worker during training,
and only updated at the end of global steps. Therefore, they remain
the same for all ESTs till all ESTs are finished, thus they can be
reused among ESTs, with no need to be swapped to CPU. Finally,
the gradients are calculated based on the different input data across
ESTs, and cannot be shared nor reused. Therefore, only the gra-
dients need to be swapped to CPU during EST context switching.
Fortunately, the gradients are only used in distributed gradient
synchronization at the end of a global step. To mitigate the cost
of saving gradient working set, we overlap the gradient swapping
with the backward computation of current EST and the forward
computation of next EST to be switched in. In such a way, each
EasyScale worker executes the ESTs alternately until all ESTs finish
local steps. After that, the distributed gradient synchronization is
triggered with model parameters updated.

Adapting to elasticity –When available resource (e.g., num-
ber of GPUs) of a training job changes (a.k.a., resource elasticity),
EasyScale adopts on-demand checkpointing to preserve necessary
states, as shown in Figure 6. The checkpoint contains the contexts
of all ESTs, the extra states (including the training progress and
other states for achieving accuracy-consistency illustrated in §3.3),

and parameters (e.g., model, optimizer, and learning rate scheduler).
Unlike the EST contexts, only one replica of the extra states and
parameters is required, because they can be shared across ESTs
within each global training step. Note that after continuing the
model training on the reconfigured resources, EasyScale manages
each worker loads a copy of extra states and parameters, as well as
the corresponding contexts of re-distributed ESTs, so that all ESTs
can resume from the last saved states.

Optimizing data pre-processing – Since the data pre-processing
is becoming more resource-intensive, existing DL frameworks such
as PyTorch commonly use standalone data workers on CPUs to
accelerate the model training on GPUs. Specifically, the data work-
ers run asynchronously to the training workers for data supply,
load samples and perform data augmentations to build training
batches. To further optimize the training efficiency with ESTs, we
need to consider the data supply along with EST execution. The
number of data workers is usually configured for each training
worker by users to ensure the GPU training is not being blocked
by data supply. Naively scaling the number of data workers regard-
ing the number of ESTs can easily lead to massive CPU processes,
thus overwhelming the training system. For example, if the users
configure 8 data workers per training worker, for a case with 16
ESTs sharing a GPU, the total data workers on one machine can be
128. In EasyScale, we can avoid the above problem by sharing data
workers among all ESTs, because only one EST is executing within
a EasyScale worker at any time. Therefore, the data consuming rate
is similar to that of executing one training worker.

To enable data worker sharing, EasyScale employs a distributed
data sampler that jointly considers the global indices of ESTs and
the time-slicing manner to generate data indices in a queue. The
data indices are then processed by data workers in order. Figure 7
shows the case of sharing three data workers between two ESTs,
where the total number of ESTs is four (i.e., training with two
GPUs shown in Figure 6). The training batches of 𝐸𝑆𝑇0 and 𝐸𝑆𝑇1
are b0 and b1 for mini-batch 0, and b4 and b5 for mini-batch 1.
The state of data worker j to process data indices for EST i on a
dedicated GPU is denoted as Ri-j, shown in Figure 7. Note that due
to the asynchronous execution of data workers, the progress of data
workers (e.g., mini-batch index) is usually ahead of the training
progress. To maintain the consistent state for elastic training, a
queuing buffer is introduced to record the necessary states (e.g.,
the state of RNG) for mini-batches that ESTs do not consume. To
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Figure 7: Data worker sharing.

balance the load, data workers in EasyScale take turns to obtain
the corresponding state (e.g., Ri-j) of given data indices from the
queuing buffer for pre-processing, and the state is committed back
to the queuing buffer once pre-processing is finished. Since the
worker states are dequeued from the queuing buffer according to
training progress, they are categorized as an extra state during the
on-demand checkpointing.

3.3 Eliminating Non-determinism
While ESTs can decouple the resource allocation from the train-
ing procedure and facilitate efficient resource sharing through EST
context switching, using ESTs still may result in inconsistent ac-
curacy compared to the DDP training. Besides, utilizing elastic
training to make use of heterogeneous GPUs can also introduce
non-trivial, non-deterministic, and previously unstudied behaviors.
To tackle non-determinism during training, we use a top-down ap-
proach comparing the tensors of EasyScale and DDP. We conduct
experiments using the same number of workers but with different
configurations to identify the factors that impact training accuracy
in bitwise. Surprisingly, we find that the root causes are scattered
across almost the entire software stack used for training.

For the implicit framework state, existing training frameworks
commonly maintain several implicit states, which must be con-
sistent throughout the training for determinism. Although they
organize operators (e.g., convolution, batch normalization) in a
computation graph [10], several operators implicitly rely on addi-
tional states beyond their predecessors’ outputs. For instance, the
Dropout operator depends on the random number generator (RNG)
states, whereas the BatchNorm operator tracks its running states.
In addition, the data loader and data augmentation also depend on
RNG states from Python, NumPy, PyTorch, etc.

For the communication mechanism, the gradient synchronization
via all-reduce used in DDP is non-deterministic when resource
elasticity is involved. During synchronization, the gradients are
gathered into gradient buckets to achieve higher throughput and
lower latency [34]. The mapping of gradients to buckets firstly
follows a static reversed topological order of the computation graph,
and then is reconstructed at the end of the first mini-batch based
on the order of when gradient tensors are derived. However, when
resource scales in/out, the training workers will restart and rebuild
the communication channels, which changes the mapping and

eventually disrupts the gradient aggregation order, leading to non-
determinism together with the all-reduce implementation [5, 6].

For the Operator implementation, existing training frameworks
may select different implementations for the same operator during
training, which can result in subtle differences in training accuracy.
There are two reasons why different operator implementations are
selected. Firstly, profiling-based optimizations adopted by frame-
works [8], compilers [55], or vendor libraries [1] can apply various
kernel implementations on GPUs to optimize operator performance
based on profiling results across mini-batches. Secondly, the kernel
implementationmay be hardware-specific, such as implementations
designed for a specific number of SM units and low-bit components,
which makes it unsuitable for all types of GPUs.

Solutions for different levels of determinism – To address
the non-determinism across the software stack, EasyScale defines
different levels of determinism for elastic training, and applies
solutions to guarantee consistent accuracy for each level.

D0: Static determinism – Multiple training runs with a fixed num-
ber of GPUs should always result in identical model accuracy. To
achieve D0, consistent framework states and operator implemen-
tations are required. As for consistent framework states, we fix
the random seeds of RNGs at the beginning of training and record
the RNG states of both the data workers and ESTs in the extra
states and EST contexts of the on-demand checkpoint. As for oper-
ator implementations, we disable profiling-based optimizations and
select deterministic kernel implementations (e.g., without atomic
instructions). DL frameworks such as PyTorch and TensorFlow also
recommend this approach to improve model reproducibility [6, 7].

D1: Elastic determinism – Multiple training runs with different
numbers of GPUs should always result in identical model accuracy.
D1 requires necessitates resolving the non-deterministic aspects
of the communication mechanism beyond D0. To achieve this, we
assign a constant virtual communication rank to each EST and store
the indices that make up the gradient buckets in the checkpoint.
When resource scales in/out, the training recommences using the
checkpoint and reconstructs the gradient buckets by initially rein-
stating recorded indices of gradient-bucket mapping. Subsequently,
reconstruction of the communication channel is disabled.

D2: Heterogeneous determinism – Multiple training runs with
different types of GPUs should always result in identical model
accuracy. To achieve D2, we develop hardware-agnostic operator
implementations on GPU, involving twomain aspects: 1)wemodify
operator implementations (e.g., reduce, dropout in PyTorch) by
selecting a specific number of SMs and threads that can run on any
type of GPU, and 2) we deterministically choose the same operator
implementations (e.g., convolution in cuDNN, and gemm, gemv in
cuBLAS) by fixing the algorithm identifier (algo_id) in library calls.

In EasyScale, D0 and D1 are enabled by default due to their
negligible overhead (§5.1.3). However, enabling D2 may result in
noticeable overhead for certain types of operators such as convolu-
tion, because they cannot utilize vendor-optimized kernels on GPU.
To address this issue, EasyScale automatically analyzes a DL model
by scanning the PyTorch nn.Module to identify whether it relies
on hardware-specific kernel optimizations. If not, D2 is enabled and
elastic training can use heterogeneous GPUs. Otherwise, EasyScale
restricts its use to homogeneous GPUs.
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EasyScale does not rewrite operators, it only selects determin-
istic operator implementations or specifies allowed SMs/threads
for existing operators. Currently, EasyScale has already supported
diverse models (CV/NLP models in Table 1), popular structures
(e.g., convolution, transformer), and fundamental operators (e.g.,
gemm, reduction). In the future, we will extend EasyScale to sup-
port more deterministic operators, therefore less effort is needed
from the users to achieve D2 determinism. Notably, to achieve op-
erator determinism, EasyScale is analogical to prior works (e.g.,
Rammer [38], REEF [26]) that accelerate training process through
novel operator designs. Currently, hardware-specific kernels can be
supported in EasyScale with D1 determinism. For future work, we
will allow the users to customize D2 kernels via Cutlass to enable
the exploration of more hardware features for heterogeneous GPUs.

3.4 EasyScale Scheduler
In this section, we describe the EasyScale scheduler, which is co-
designed with the EasyScale framework, to improve the training
job throughput and the cluster utilization, guaranteeing of con-
sistent accuracy at the same time. It is capable of scheduling the
EasyScale jobs to available GPUs of the cluster. For each job, it can
schedule each job to a set of heterogeneous GPUs, utilizing the
EasyScale framework’s capability of decoupling training procedure
from underlying resources. The EasyScale scheduler has a hierarchi-
cal architecture, as illustrated in Figure 8. The inter-job (cluster)
scheduler is responsible for allocating resources among jobs at
the cluster scale. Additionally, each training job has an intra-job
scheduler that coordinates ESTs and currently allocated GPUs.

In EasyScale, the scheduling decision is dispatched from the
inter-job (cluster) scheduler to the intra-job scheduler. Then, the
intra-job schedulers of current jobs reconfigure (i.e., scale in/out)
the occupied GPUs resources respecting the scheduling decision,
query the database to get the best plan, and consequently reschedule
the ESTs to current resources. In contrast, the scheduling decision
comes from the resource proposals submitted by the intra-job sched-
ulers, and is approved by the inter-job scheduler. Specifically, each
intra-job scheduler leverages a standalone companion module
to maintain the database of plans. And the intra-job scheduler tries
to scale out with incremental homogeneous GPUs (e.g., 2 V100),
thereby selecting top-K plans according to estimated throughput

improvement as the resource proposals to submit to the cluster
scheduler. The companion module leverages the job information
reported by EasyScale framework to initialize the database and ac-
tively update the database once it has monitored significant biases
between the estimated throughput and the reported throughput.

Intra-job scheduler – Its main responsibility is to generate the
EST-to-GPU mapping configurations with the help of the compan-
ion module and the database of scheduling plans. There are three
roles for the intra-job scheduler. Role-1: Under current available
GPU resources, it queries the database and applies the top-1 config-
uration with the highest estimated throughput. Role-2: Supposing
the job is allowed to scale out for higher training throughput, it
queries the database to explore new configurations, calculates the
incremental GPU number and the estimated speedup, and then
forms the resource proposals submitted to the inter-job scheduler.
Role-3: Once it receives any scheduling plan, it scales in/out the
GPU resources accordingly and intermediately. Then it reschedules
the ESTs to current GPUs (Role-1) and generates the resource pro-
posals later (Role-2). Additionally, if it has observed the slowdown
with incremental resources, it falls back to using previous resources
and releases the newly allocated ones.

Companion module – The intra-job scheduler’s companion
module keeps a database of scheduling plans that consider the avail-
able GPU types and the maximum number of ESTs (𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑃 ) specified
by DL developers during model designing stage. Each plan includes
the quantity of GPU resources, EST-to-GPU mapping configuration,
and estimated throughput based on job details and performance
models. When a job runs for the first time, the companion module
initializes the database using historical data [57].

The companion module aims to achieve load balance among
different GPUs by generating plans that allocate proper ESTs, based
on the quantum property of EST allocation (i.e., integer number)
and the consecutiveness of GPUs’ computing capability. To estimate
the throughput of EST-to-GPU mapping configurations, it uses an
analytical performance model. Specifically, it introduces a new
metric called waste to indicate the quantity of wasted computing
capability due to load imbalance, which can represent two scenarios:
1) allocated ESTs cannot fully utilize GPUs’ computing capability
(Equation 1b–1c), and 2) the EST allocation is over-provisioned
to satisfy the #of total ESTs ≥ 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑃 constraint (Equation 1a). The
number of available GPUs is denoted as 𝑁𝑖 , where 𝑖 represents GPU
type. The workload-related computing capability 𝐶𝑖 is estimated
as mini-batches per second, and the maximum number of assigned
ESTs for GPU type 𝑖 is denoted as 𝐴𝑖 . Additionally, an overload
factor (𝑓𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ) represents the maximum overload for requested
GPU types. If one GPU type undertakes too many ESTs, it becomes
a bottleneck and slows down other GPUs due to Sync-SGD. Finally,
we derive estimated throughput by subtracting waste from our
calculations (Equation 1d).

𝑛𝐸𝑆𝑇 =
∑︁
𝑖

𝑁𝑖 × 𝐴𝑖 , 𝑛𝐸𝑆𝑇 ≥ 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑃 (1a)

𝑓𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 = max
𝑖,𝑁𝑖>0

𝐴𝑖/𝐶𝑖 (1b)

𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 =
∑︁

𝑖,𝑁𝑖>0

(
𝐶𝑖 − 𝐴𝑖/𝑓𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑

)
+
(
𝑛𝐸𝑆𝑇 −𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑃

)
/𝑓𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 (1c)

𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 = (
∑︁
𝑖

𝑁𝑖 × 𝐶𝑖 ) − 𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 (1d)
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Inter-job cluster scheduler – It evaluates the submitted pro-
posals by considering available resources and proposal priorities.
To improve the aggregated job throughput and cluster utilization,
it adopts a heuristic (greedy policy in practice) that tends to ac-
cept the proposals with a higher speedup per GPU. If multiple
proposals offer the same speedup, it prioritizes the one with more
GPUs. By synchronizing fluctuating free resources to the table of
available resources, it supports co-locating EasyScale jobs with
other non-elastic jobs (such as online serving jobs), making optimal
use of temporarily available idle resources. Notably, the inter-job
scheduler reserves flexible interfaces for users to experiment with
other scheduling policies. If needing more contexts for scheduling,
the intra-job scheduler can also be easily extended to report more
framework/resource information to inter-job scheduler.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
The EasyScale framework is built on PyTorch 1.8 LTS [45] and
requires approximately 1,200 lines of Python code and 2,000 lines
of C++ modifications to PyTorch. The C++ implementation in-
cludes a distributed data-parallel communication library called
ElasticDDP, which supports communication among multiple ESTs
for all-reducing gradients and building communication buckets
consistently during resource elasticity. Execution control flow and
context switching are implemented as an add-on PyTorch module.

A prototype cluster scheduler of the EasyScale scheduler is imple-
mented on Kubernetes [15] for evaluation. We implement AIMaster,
which includes the intra-job scheduler and the companion mod-
ule, with around 2,000 lines of Python code. AIMaster performs
three main functions: collecting performance profiling reported by
EasyScale runtime through an RPC library; submitting resource
proposals; monitoring resource allocation timeout through a Ku-
bernetes Python informer; and containing a policy controller to
calculate and submit incremental resource requests to the clus-
ter scheduler. We adopt on-demand checkpoint [59] to record DL
model, epoch, and necessary states mentioned in §3.3 to support
continuous job training when resource elasticity occurs.

The EasyScale jobs run in Docker containers with EasyScale in-
stalled within our internal GPU cluster scheduler that is optimized
from Kubernetes version. Currently, we have deployed EasyScale
on two internal GPU production clusters used for serving DL devel-
opment (i.e., Jupyter Notebook) and model inference respectively.
One deployed cluster consists of more than 10K GPUs.

5 EVALUATION
In this section, we present the evaluation of EasyScale. Firstly, we
demonstrate its accuracy-consistency and efficiency through micro-
benchmarks. Secondly, we evaluate it using real workloads on a
small cluster with 64 GPUs to show its scheduling efficiency. Lastly,
we evaluate it on a production cluster equipped with thousands of
GPUs to highlight the improvement in cluster utilization.

The micro-benchmark experiments and trace experiments are
conducted on a cloud GPU cluster with 16 servers, specially, 4
servers each with 8 V100, 8 servers each with 2 P100, and 4 servers
each with 4 T4. Each server runs CentOS 7.8, and their GPUs are
powered by Nvidia driver 450.102.04, CUDA 10.1, and CuDNN 7.
As for the workloads, eight state-of-the-art DL models are selected

Table 1: Deep learning workloads in experiments.

Model Task Dataset
ShuffleNetv2 [39] Image Classification ImageNet [19]
ResNet50 [28] Image Classification ImageNet [19]
VGG19 [54] Image Classification ImageNet [19]
YOLOv3 [52] Object Detection PASCAL [21]
NeuMF [29] Recommendation MovieLens [27]
Bert [20] Question Answering SQuAD [51]
Electra [17] Question Answering SQuAD [51]
SwinTransformer [37] Image Classification ImageNet [19]

from Github, together with open datasets, as summarized in Table 1.
They are implemented based on PyTorch 1.8 LTS, and are ported to
EasyScale with a few lines of code changing.

5.1 Micro-benchmarks
5.1.1 Ensuring accuracy-consistency.

To demonstrate the accuracy-consistency of EasyScale, which
guarantees to produce bitwise-identical DL models under an elastic
number of heterogeneous GPUs, we use EasyScale to train the DL
workloads of Table 1 in three different stages with different GPU
configurations: stage 0 with 4 V100 GPUs, stage 1with 2 V100 GPUs,
and stage 2 with 1 V100 and 2 P100 GPUs. Changing from from
stage 0 to stage 1 represents the resource elasticity, and changing
from from stage 1 to stage 2 represents the resource heterogeneity.
In each stage, the workloads are trained for 100 mini-batches.

We use PyTorch DDP with 4 V100 GPUs as the baselines. Both
EasyScale andDDPhave 4workers in total (i.e., 4 ESTs for EasyScale).
EasyScale is configured with four determinism configurations: two
homogeneous determinism configurations (D0 and D1) and two het-
erogeneous ones (D0+D2 and D1+D2). DDP has two corresponding
configurations, DDP-homo with fixed random seeds and determin-
istic algorithms to ensure the reproducibility, and DDP-heter with
additional selection of heterogeneous deterministic kernels (origi-
nally belong to D2). Figure 9 shows the loss curve differences of the
last worker on ResNet50 and VGG19. The train loss ofD1 is identical
to that of DDP-homo in stage 0 and stage 1, and the train loss of
D1+D2 is identical to that of DDP-heter in all stages, demonstrating
how EasyScale can preserve consistent accuracy.

By comparing the curves of D0 with D1, and also D0+D2 with
D1+D2, we can highlight the elasticity determinism of EasyScale.
We have observed that both D0 and D0+D2 start experiencing loss
differences since stage 1 after checkpointing and restarting. This is
because D0 ignores the states of gradient-to-bucket mapping in the
checkpoint, which results in losing these states after restarting. In
contrast, D1/D1+D2 records these states in the checkpoint and thus
have identical loss curve to DDP-homo/DDP-heter.

Furthermore, by comparing D1 with D1+D2, we can highlight
the heterogeneous determinism. Specifically, in D1, loss differences
begin to emerge from stage 2, due to automatic selection of different
low-level kernel implementations on heterogeneous GPUs. How-
ever, enabling D2 to fix the kernel selection for EasyScale and DDP
eliminates loss difference in stage 2. The results of the other models
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are similar and have been omitted due to space constraints. In sum-
mary, EasyScale with D1+D2, can ensure the accuracy-consistency
with DDP after any number of training iterations.
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Figure 9: Loss curve difference of EasyScale and DDP.

5.1.2 Efficient GPU resource sharing.
To demonstrate EasyScale’s ability to efficiently run multiple

workers (ESTs) on a single GPU, we compared it with worker pack-
ing proposed by Gandiva [59]. Worker packing involves multiplex-
ing the same GPU across multiple workers and is another potential
method for achieving accuracy-consistency with resource elasticity.
We trained two typical models, ResNet50 and ShuffleNetV2, on a
V100 GPU. The batch size of ResNet50 is set to 32 as it is commonly
used in benchmarks. The batch size of ShuffleNetV2 is set to 512
to fully utilize the 32GB V100 memory using one worker, which is
typically how DL researchers utilize a GPU’s capability. EasyScale
is configured as EasyScale-D1, and worker packing is implemented
with DDP-homo to ensure the reproducibility.

We conducted 10 runs of EasyScale and worker packing with
varying numbers of workers. Figure 10 shows the training through-
put (batch size divided by average mini-batch time) and peak GPU
memory usage. All throughput values are normalized to one worker
under worker packing. As expected, when running only one worker,
both methods have similar throughput and memory usage. How-
ever, as the number of workers increases, the GPU memory usage
for EasyScale remains constant while worker packing experiences
a gradual increase in GPU memory usage. Worker packing suf-
fers from out-of-memory (OOM) exceptions after 8 workers for
ResNet50 and 2 workers for ShuffleNetV2. In contrast, EasyScale
carefully reuses the DL components across ESTs such as model
parameters and optimizer states while minimizing EST context. As
a result, its GPU memory usage remains almost constant regardless
of the number of workers. Furthermore, EasyScale has an almost
constant training throughput regardless of the worker number. But
worker packing grows at the beginning and reaches 1.11× com-
pared to EasyScale, resulting from higher GPU utilization due to
the concurrent execution of multiple kernels, but at a cost of higher
memory usage as shown above.

To demonstrate the lightweight context switching, we run differ-
ent workloads using one EST per GPU, with andwithout the context
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Figure 10: The peak GPU memory usage (curves) and
throughput (bars) of EasyScale and worker packing when
executing multiple ESTs/workers on a V100.

switching. Note that EasyScale cannot generate accuracy-consistent
results same as DDP when there is no context switching. Figure 11
illustrates that in most cases, the overhead is negligible, with a
maximum of 1.9% for Electra, because EasyScale meticulously
identifies non-determinism and only records determinism-critical
states instead of large model parameters in contexts.

We further evaluate the data worker sharing optimization among
above workloads with 8 ESTs. Enabling this optimization results
in an average decrease of 67.1% in training time for the first mini-
batch. This is because data worker sharing significantly reduces
the number of required data workers (e.g., reduced from 32 to 4),
thereby reducing their launch time when responding to elasticity.
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Figure 11: The time of lightweight context switching.

5.1.3 Overhead of ensuring accuracy-consistency.
We examine the overhead of ensuring accuracy-consistency by

measuring the training time of typical DL workloads. EasyScale is
configured with two configurations: a) D1, which ensures accuracy
consistency when using an elastic number of homogeneous GPUs,
and b) D1+D2, which ensures consistency when using an elastic
number of heterogeneous GPUs. The baseline is set as the official
version of PyTorch. The experiment is conducted on V100, P100,
and T4 GPUs. Figure 12 presents the per-iteration time normalized
to the baseline for each type of GPU.

The models can be classified into two categories based on their
overhead. The first category includes models such as NeuMF, Bert,
Electra, and SwinTransformer. For these models, ensuring ac-
curacy consistency (including both D1 and D1+D2) results in less
than 1% overhead. Therefore, we can train them using elastic and
heterogeneous GPU resources with negligible overhead. The sec-
ond category includes models such as ShuffleNetV2, ResNet50,
VGG19, and YOLOv3. Ensuring consistency on homogeneous GPUs
for these models also brings negligible overhead. However, ensuring
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Figure 12: The overhead of ensuring accuracy-consistency.
Each bar reports the time normalized to the baseline of
the specific GPU. For each model, the three bars indicate
the results in V100, P100, and T4, from left to right.

consistency on heterogeneous GPUs will introduce considerable
overhead (i.e., 236% on average). This is because EasyScale-D2 turns
off vendor-optimized convolution kernels in these workloads for
determinism. Nevertheless, EasyScale can automatically identify
the training jobs that do not rely on such kernels and allow them
to use elastic and heterogeneous GPU resources while using homo-
geneous GPU resources for other jobs instead.

We further measure the gradient copy and synchronization over-
head that the EST abstraction might introduce. EasyScale is con-
figured to execute 8 ESTs on 1 GPU, while DDP runs on 8 GPUs.
To ensure accurate results, we skip the first 10 mini-batches for
warm-up and recorded the average execution time of each EST. EST
0-6 asynchronously copies the generated gradients through D2H
operations, and EST 7 performs gradient synchronization similar
to DDP. Surprisingly, as shown in Figure 13, EasyScale achieves su-
perior or competitive performance compared to DDP. For EST 0-6,
this is because of the overlapping between gradient copy and the
backward computation as well as the forward computation of next
EST. For EST 7, this is because when EST 7 starts gradient synchro-
nization, the other replicas of gradients (EST 0-6) are already ready
for synchronization. In contrast with our findings in EasyScale, it
is difficult to ensure simultaneous production of gradients among
all workers in DDP, which could lead to potential delays. Besides,
when only one EST resides on each GPU, the gradient copy is not
needed, and EasyScale shows competitive performance to DDP.
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Figure 13: The overhead of gradients copy and sync.

5.2 Trace Experiment
To demonstrate the improved resource utilization and job through-
put of EasyScale, we conducted trace experiments on a cloud cluster
consisting of 32 V100 GPUs, 16 P100 GPUs, and 16 T4 GPUs.

Workloads – The training jobs are configured as the DL work-
loads in Table 1. The job arrival time of the trace is configured
according to Microsoft [59], and the job runtime distribution is
down-sampled from our production training jobs. All jobs are con-
sidered to be submitted to the same tenant with the same priority.

Settings –We compare EasyScale to Apache YARN’s capacity
scheduler (YARN-CS), a production GPU cluster scheduler used in
Microsoft Philly [31]. YARN-CS enforces FIFO mode for processing
jobs to ensure inter-job fairness. In the experiment, all jobs use gang-
scheduling to allocate GPU resources, and the minimal number of
GPUs was set to 0 in EasyScale. YARN-CS allocates the same type of
GPUs (e.g., all V100 GPUs) for a job based on its requirement. And
EasyScale has two configurations: 1) EasyScalehomo, where a job
can only use homogeneous GPUs by constraining scheduling plans
of intra-job scheduler to homogeneous GPUs; and 2) EasyScaleheter,
where a job can use heterogeneous GPUs.

Results – Figure 14 shows the average job completion time (JCT)
and the makespan of different schedulers when scheduling the same
job trace. EasyScalehomo and EasyScaleheter is compared to the ca-
pacity scheduler. The results show that EasyScalehomo improves
average JCT by 8.3× and makespan by 2.5×, while EasyScaleheter
improves by 13.2× and 2.8×. Enabling elasticity eliminates the gang-
scheduling requirement for training jobs, which significantly en-
hances performance through incremental utilization of idle GPUs.
This results in a speedup as shown in EasyScalehomo. With the
ability to utilize heterogeneous GPU resources, EasyScaleheter can
utilize more available GPU resources. During execution, the allo-
cated GPUs of EasyScaleheter are generally higher than those of
EasyScalehomo. By ensuring consistent accuracy using heteroge-
neous GPU resources for elastic training, EasyScale jobs can further
utilize available GPUs of other types to achieve better throughput.

5.3 Cluster Experiment
We have deployed EasyScale in a shared GPU cluster with more
than 3,000 GPUs. This production cluster used to dedicate for on-
line GPU serving or development (e.g., Jupyter Notebook). Similar
to Borg [56], which classifies jobs as production jobs (i.e., high-
priority) and non-production batch jobs, we treat inference serving
jobs as production jobs with guaranteed quota and treat EasyScale
jobs as non-production jobs to utilize the idle GPUs.

To illustrate the cluster efficiency improvement from EasyScale,
one-day statistic is collected in Dec. 2021, right after EasyScale
is fully deployed in this cluster. As shown in Figure 16, the first
1,440 minutes (day-1) indicate the statistic collected before the
deployment of EasyScale, while the last 1,440 minutes (day-2) show
how EasyScale utilize the idle GPUs. On day-2, EasyScale jobs
are submitted to this cluster according to the business patterns
in real-world applications. These jobs contain different training
workloads (CV/NLP) with different hyper-parameter settings. On
average, EasyScale improves the GPU allocation ratio by 17.1% and
improves the GPU SM utilization by 62.1%. During the one-day
statistic, the elastic EasyScale jobs use 459 temporally idle GPUs on
average that can quickly scale in to release GPUs for high-priority
online serving jobs in seconds. After the leaving of those inference
jobs, EasyScale jobs full up the idle GPUs within 5 minutes. Our
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cluster statistic records a total number of 362 preemptions on that
day and no EasyScale job fails.

6 RELATEDWORK
Determinism and reproducibility – Determinism, reproducibil-
ity, and ablation study are important for DL researches [41, 47, 48].
DL frameworks [7] and NVIDIA [6] have studied deterministic
model training using single GPU. However, it is a hard problem
due to the floating-point dominating execution, complicated soft-
ware stack, and hardware optimized implementations. The design
of EasyScale derives from the understanding of non-determinism,
considers bitwise identical in every step of model training, and
extends the determinism to elastic training over heterogeneous
GPUs. In Ampere GPU (e.g., A100), cuBLAS supports only internal
heuristics approach without public interface to select low-level ker-
nel implementation, which can hardly produce accuracy-consistent
results compared to that of using previous generation of GPUs [2].

Elastic deep learning – TorchElastic [9], ElasticDL [4], and
Horovod Elastic [3] support elastic training and fault tolerance, how-
ever, they introduce non-determinism inmodel accuracy. KungFu [40]
and Pollux [49] support adjusting training algorithms, including
both adaptive batch sizes and learning rates, allowing both cus-
tomized and build-in adaptation policies for efficient scaling. Vir-
tualFlow [44] and Varuna [11] leverage the gradient accumulation
approach to achieve elasticity. Those works cannot guarantee the
trained model with consistent accuracy among different runs. As
our parallel works, AutoPS [25], Singularity [53], and Pathways[13]
also explore elastic training in different ways, including the model
aggregations in parameter server architecture, CUDA calls analytics,
and heterogeneous interconnects. EasyScale utilizes the DL charac-
teristics to achieve efficient and accuracy-consistent elastic training.
EasyScale currently focuses on data parallel, however, new parallel
strategies are proposed for large model training [22, 33, 42, 50], and
we consider supporting them as future works.

Cluster scheduling – Resource management for DL jobs has
been studied to improve utilization [57, 59, 60] and fairness [43].
SLAQ [62] and Pollux [49] prioritize resources by consideringmodel
convergence. To improve cluster utilization, ONES [14] tunes batch
size of training jobs. Optimus [46] and EDL [58] adjust the num-
ber of parameter-servers and workers. PipeSwitch [12] overlaps
computation with layered model loading. Retiarii [63] dynamically

allocates resources among AutoML jobs and applies cross-job op-
timization. Gandiva [59] and AntMan [60] utilize the unique DL
characteristic to optimize scheduling at mini-batch boundaries.

7 CONCLUSION
Through EasyScale, we demonstrate the success of decoupling DL
training process from underlying resource allocation for achieving
accuracy-consistent model training under elasticity. Specifically,
EasyScale presents several innovations to address non-determinism
during elastic training by 1) introducing the EST abstraction to
preserve the training behaviors over elasticity and heterogeneity,
2) sourcing the non-deterministic behaviors scattered in the DLT
software stack and solving them, and 3) developing intra-job and
inter-job schedulers utilizing the heterogeneous GPU cluster. Going
forward, we hope EasyScale can draw attention to the deterministic
computation of DL, and we should not always trade determinism
for performance when designing DL systems.
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